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ABSTRACT

The impacts of improved atmospheric absorption on radiative fluxes, atmospheric circulation, and hy-
drological cycle for long-term GCM integrations are investigated. For these runs the operational version of
the Centro de Previsão de Tempo e Estudos Climáticos (CPTEC) AGCM and its enhanced version with a
new solar radiation scheme are used. There is an 8% increase in the annual mean global average atmo-
spheric absorption in the enhanced integration as compared with the operational model integration. The
extra absorption is due to gases (0.5%), the water vapor continuum (1.5%), and background aerosols (6%),
which were not considered in the operational solar radiation scheme. Under clear-sky conditions the
enhanced model atmospheric absorption is in agreement with observations to within �3 W m�2, while for
all-sky conditions the remaining errors are related to unaccounted-for cloud absorption. There is a general
warm-up of the atmosphere in the enhanced model with temperatures increasing up to �3 K in the
troposphere and �5–8 K in the stratosphere, bringing the model closer to the reference values. The
intensities of the tropospheric jets are reduced by 7%–8%, while that of the polar night stratospheric jet is
increased by 5%–10%, reducing the model systematic error. The reduced availability of latent energy for
the saturated convective processes weakens the meridional circulation and slows down the hydrological
cycle. The model overestimation of December–February precipitation over the South Pacific convergence
zone (SPCZ) and the South Atlantic convergence zone (SACZ) is reduced by 0.5–1.0 mm day�1, and that
over the Northern Hemisphere storm-tracks region is reduced by 0.5 mm day�1. On a monthly time scale,
the changes in the precipitation distribution over the SACZ are found to be much larger, �2–3 mm day�1.

1. Introduction

General circulation models are used in climate simu-
lations to study climate variability and climate change,
and for seasonal forecasting. For all of these applica-
tions, it is crucial that a model simulates well the ob-
served climate and its variability. In this sense, the re-
sults of long-term integrations are used to show the
ability of different models in representing observed
characteristic features of the atmospheric circulation
and precipitation (Hurrell et al. 1998; Gates et al. 1999;
Johns et al. 1997; Pope et al. 2000). These are important

for providing a model climatology and performing
model validation, as well as for giving confidence for its
applicability. Long-term integrations are also used for
comparing different climate models (e.g., Atmospheric
Model Intercomparison Project, AMIP; Gates 1992;
Gates et al. 1999). The comparison of GCMs shows that
they overestimate by 20–42 W m�2 the global net sur-
face insolation when compared with ground measure-
ments (Wild et al. 1995; Wild and Ohmura 1999; Wild
2005) and satellite-derived surface solar radiative fluxes
(Cess et al. 1995; Li et al. 1997; Cusack et al. 1998;
Tarasova and Cavalcanti 2002).

If the systematic errors in the global net surface in-
solation from GCMs are reduced or eliminated, the
effects on atmospheric and oceanic circulations are
substantial (Kiehl 1994). For instance, an increase in
shortwave absorption in the tropical atmosphere by
25 W m�2 enhances the meridional transport of moist
static energy by approximately 50% (Kiehl 1994).
Moreover, as the terms for insolation and latent heat
flux dominate the heat balance of the tropical oceans
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(Monin 1986), the latent heat flux has to decrease by
roughly the same amount as the surface insolation to
maintain the energy balance. This corresponding reduc-
tion in evaporation significantly affects the state of the
tropical troposphere (Kiehl et al. 1995), reducing the
convectively available potential energy and decelerat-
ing the Walker circulation and hydrological cycle (Col-
lins 2006). However, there is no agreement about the
magnitude of the changes in the temperature and wind
fields, nor in the hydrological cycle.

In the early 1990s, Hart et al. (1990) used the Aus-
tralian Bureau of Meteorology Research Centre’s
(BMRC) spectral model to demonstrate the impact of
changes in physical parameterizations on perpetual
January and July integrations. They found, for runs
with an enhanced radiation scheme, that the winter
stratosphere temperature cold bias was reduced from
�30 K to less than �20 K. Moreover, there was a sig-
nificant improvement in the intensity of the polar night
jet, which showed a clear separation from the tropo-
spheric jet. However, Hart et al. (1990) noticed that
good descriptions of the upper troposphere and strato-
sphere zonal wind and temperatures depend not only
on the radiative processes but also on the deep and
shallow convection, vertical diffusion, and horizontal
resolution.

Morcrette (1990) evaluated the impacts of improve-
ments in the radiation and in-cloud properties upon the
climate of the ECMWF model. Unlike other GCMs,
the ECMWF model used to overestimate the atmo-
spheric absorption of solar radiation by 15%–20% and
underestimate the longwave cooling by 10%–15%. By
replacing the radiation scheme, Morcrette found that
the bias of the atmospheric absorption of the solar ra-
diation was reduced to less than �5% while the merid-
ional circulation and the hydrological cycle, that is, both
precipitation and evaporation, became 15% stronger.

More recent studies have investigated the response
of GCMs to smaller updates in the radiation schemes
and hence found a weaker response from the hydro-
logical cycle. For instance, to study the climatic effects
of an improved atmospheric absorption Lohmann and
Bennartz (2002) integrated the ECHAM4 with two wa-
ter vapor broadband absorption functions, based on the
High Resolution Transmission Molecular Absorption
Databases (HITRAN-92 and HITRAN-2K; Rothman
et al. 2003). They found that the global-mean atmo-
spheric shortwave absorption increased by 3.2–3.7 W
m�2 while the surface insolation decreased by 2.1–2.5
W m�2. As a consequence of the increased atmospheric
stability and the reduction in surface fluxes, the hydro-
logical cycle decreased slightly in strength, with a re-
duction in the global precipitation of 0.07 mm day�1.

Collins et al. (2006) did a similar study using the
Community Atmospheric Model (CAM). The original
water vapor broadband absorption function (Briegleb
1992), based on the 1982 U.S. Air Force Geophysics
Laboratory (AFGL) molecular absorption database of
Rothman et al. (1983), was updated to a function based
on the HITRAN-2K database (Rothman et al. 2003).
The absorption by the water vapor continuum (Clough
et al. 2005) was also included. They found that the at-
mospheric absorption increased by 3.4 W m�2 while the
surface insolation decreased by 2.8 W m�2. Moreover,
the change in the surface insolation was balanced pri-
marily by a reduction of the latent heat and the hydro-
logical cycle was weakened by 2% (global precipitation
falls by 0.05 mm day�1).

Other studies have changed the atmospheric absorp-
tion in the cloudy atmosphere only, trying to model the
enhanced shortwave absorption observed in cloudy
conditions. Kiehl et al. (1995) modified the NCAR
Community Climate Model (CCM2) to increase the
cloud absorption through ad hoc changes in the single-
scattering albedo of cloud particles. They found that
the extra absorption stabilized the tropical convective
atmosphere and caused a 3–4-K warming of the upper
tropical troposphere. The increased stability reduced
the convective activity and resulted in a weaker Walker
circulation.

In a similar study, Collins (2006) modified the ab-
sorption effects of clouds by empirically changing the
vertical profiles of the heating rates in the NCAR Cli-
mate System Model (CSM). He found that the upper
tropical troposphere temperature increased as much as
5 K near 100 hPa, due to the increase in the all-sky
heating rates by as much as 1 K day�1 at the same
altitude. As a consequence of the new vertical profile of
the temperature, the cloud cover decreased by 10%–
15% at high levels and increased by 5%–15% at middle
and low levels. At the same time, the latent heat flux
over the tropical western Pacific Ocean was reduced by
as much as 20–40 W m�2.

The AGCM of the Brazilian Center for Weather
Forecast and Climate Studies (Centro de Previsão de
Tempo e Estudos Climáticos: CPTEC) is used for
weather and climate forecasting. It is a new global
Eulerian spectral model (see section 2) based on the
CPTEC–Center for Ocean–Land–Atmosphere Studies
(COLA) GCM described by Cavalcanti et al. (2002).
To improve the model surface flux representation, the
k-distribution formulation for water vapor solar ab-
sorption of Davies (1982) was replaced by that of Ra-
maswamy and Freidenreich (1992). Chagas et al. (2004)
found some minor improvements in the surface fluxes,
with a reduction in the bias of the all-sky surface flux
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from �20 to �16 W m�2 (yearly averages for one 20-yr
integration).

To further improve the atmospheric absorption of
solar radiation by gases and aerosols, a sophisticated
shortwave radiation scheme developed by Chou and
Suarez (1999) and modified by Tarasova and Fomin
(2000), referenced later as CLIRAD-SW-M, was imple-
mented by Tarasova et al. (2006) in the CPTEC–COLA
model. This scheme considers the fine effects of gas-
eous absorption and particle scattering which were not
considered in previous versions of the CPTEC–COLA
model. The modified code CLIRAD-SW-M also takes
into account the water vapor continuum absorption
model proposed by Clough et al. (1989). Tarasova et al.
(2006) did an initial validation of the new scheme out-
side of the framework of the global model and showed
that the differences between CLIRAD-SW-M and the
line-by-line (LBL) reference results of Fomin and Ger-
shanov (1996) were on the order of 1–2 W m�2 for
clear-sky, and 6 W m�2 for cloudy atmospheres. They
also integrated the global model for December–Feb-
ruary (DJF) 2002–03 and found that the surface fluxes
were significantly improved over South America. In
particular, the excessive solar radiation biases at the
surface were reduced from 30–80 to 10–30 W m�2. As
compared with Global Precipitation Climatology
Project data (GPCP v2; Adler et al. 2003), the model-
simulated magnitude of precipitation was improved
over the equatorial Atlantic Ocean and southeastern
Brazil.

This paper reports on the improvements achieved
with the new shortwave radiation scheme on the radia-
tion balance, the atmospheric circulation, and the hy-
drological cycle of the new CPTEC AGCM. The im-
pacts on the hydrological cycle are studied over differ-
ent time scales and the sources of the differences
between the new model and the observations are inves-
tigated. To evaluate the model’s sensitivity to each of
the changes in the solar radiation absorption, we intro-
duce the changes one by one and compare the model
results with satellite-derived observations and National
Centers for Environmental Prediction–National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP–NCAR) reanalysis.
Our results are particularly relevant to the ongoing in-
vestigation on the global climate response due to
changes in the shortwave absorption of the atmo-
sphere—either to correct model biases or to simulate
future loadings of aerosol and greenhouse gases.

This paper is divided as follows: Section 2 gives a
brief description of the CPTEC model and the new
shortwave radiation scheme. The experiment design
and data used for model validation are given in section
3. Section 4 is devoted to the comparison of the model

climatology and the observations, and section 5 pre-
sents the discussion. Conclusions and future perspec-
tives are presented in section 6.

2. Short description of the CPTEC AGCM

The CPTEC AGCM is a global Eulerian spectral
model that is based on the CPTEC–COLA model
(Cavalcanti et al. 2002). This new model has been op-
erational since 2004. An overview of the global climate
simulated with the CPTEC–COLA model is given by
Cavalcanti et al. (2002). They have shown that the
model simulates reasonably well the main features of
global climate, as well as the seasonal variability of the
main atmospheric variables. The most important differ-
ence between the original CPTEC–COLA model and
the currently operational CPTEC model is a change in
the water vapor solar radiation absorption (Chagas et
al. 2004). Other modifications are related to its com-
puter efficiency and do not change the model climato-
logical features.

The model physical processes include the vegetation
module the Simple Surface Biosphere Model (SSiB;
Xue et al. 1991); second-order closure turbulent vertical
diffusion following Mellor and Yamada (1982); shallow
cumulus effects following Tiedtke (1984); Kuo’s (1974)
and Anthes’s (1977) deep cumulus convection scheme;
large-scale precipitation produced from the removal of
supersaturation; longwave radiation following the work
of Harshvardhan and Corsetti (1984), including the
scheme of Harshvardhan et al. (1987) to represent the
diurnal cycle; and the cloud–radiation interaction of
Slingo (1987) and Hou (1990).

a. The operational SW scheme

The operational shortwave scheme follows the pa-
rameterizations of Lacis and Hansen (1974) with the
11-exponential-term k-distribution formulation of Ra-
maswamy and Freidenreich (1992), which replaced the
k-distribution formulation of Davies (1982) originally
used in the CPTEC–COLA model. This replacement
improved the heating rate profiles (Plana-Fattori et al.
1997) and the surface fluxes (Chagas et al. 2004). None-
theless, this scheme only takes into account the absorp-
tion lines of H20 and O3, Rayleigh scattering, and cloud
reflection, neglecting atmospheric extinction due to O2,
CO2, aerosols, and the water vapor continuum. The
solar radiation absorption by water vapor is computed
with the broadband absorption function of Yamamoto
(1962), which underestimates the water vapor absorp-
tion when compared with the HITRAN-96 spectro-
scopic database of Rothman et al. (1998).
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b. The new SW scheme

The new shortwave scheme, CLIRAD-SW-M, is a
modified version of the parameterization of Chou and
Suarez (1999). The code was modified by Tarasova and
Fomin (2000) to take into account the water vapor con-
tinuum absorption model proposed by Clough et al.
(1989). This was done by changing the water vapor k-
distribution functions in the near-infrared bands. The
magnitude of the continuum absorption is about 6% of
the water vapor line absorption. The new scheme in-
cludes the absorption due to major and minor absorp-
tion bands of H2O, O3, O2, and CO2. The magnitude of
the absorption in the minor bands is small, but the total
effect is large, about 10% of the column atmospheric
heating. Absorption lines of gases and absorption and
scattering properties of aerosols and cloud particles are
taken from the HITRAN-96 molecular absorption da-
tabase (Rothman et al. 1998). The code has eight spec-
tral bands in the ultraviolet and visible regions of the
solar spectrum and three bands in the near-infrared
region. The solar radiative transfer is calculated with
the delta–Eddington and two-stream adding approxi-
mations.

Aerosol optical properties are specified as inputs to
the scheme. As the CPTEC AGCM lacks prognostic
aerosol amounts and size distributions, we introduced a
basic climatology of background aerosols. At each grid
point we chose from two aerosol loadings, namely con-
tinental and oceanic. The continental aerosol has a col-
umn optical depth of 0.22, homogeneously distributed
in the first 2 km of the atmosphere, and is chosen over
all land points except those with permanent ice. The
value of 0.22 is derived from recent satellite measure-
ments taken over the continents (Yu et al. 2006). That
value describes the average aerosol loading over the
continents far from strong sources of aerosol emission
such as biomass burning. Similarly, the oceanic aerosol
has a column optical depth of 0.14 (Yu et al. 2006) and
is chosen over ocean and sea ice. The spectral varia-
tions of the aerosol optical parameters follow the con-
tinental and oceanic aerosol types from (World Meteo-
rological Organization 1986). This prescription has
rough spatial and temporal resolutions but allows for
first-order effects of aerosols to be considered.

Tarasova et al. (2006) did an offline validation of
the new scheme using as reference a state-of-the-art
LBL method. They showed that the accuracy of the
CLIRAD-SW-M scheme is superior to that of previous
schemes for both incident solar radiation and atmo-
spheric absorption. For clear-sky atmospheres, CLIRAD-
SW-M corrected completely the systematic error for
the midlatitude summer standard atmosphere and re-

duced it to the order of 1–2 W m�2 for the tropical
atmosphere in clear-sky conditions. It was also shown
that for cloudy atmospheres the systematic differences
from the LBL results were reduced to 6–8 W m�2.

3. Model experiment and data used for validation

Global climatology is simulated by integrating the
model for 10 yr, from January 1985 to December 1994.
To gain greater sample diversity and statistical signifi-
cance, an ensemble mode is used in which integrations
start from four different days, between 13 and 16 No-
vember 1984. To investigate the model sensitivity to the
changes in the radiation, three sets of model integra-
tions with the new shortwave scheme (hereinafter
called NEW model) were carried out. In the first set of
integrations, the NEW model is used including all fea-
tures of the SW scheme described in the section 2b, that
is, background aerosols scattering and absorption and
water vapor continuum absorption (hereinafter called
NEW model results). In the second set the background
aerosols effect was removed (hereinafter called N-A
results). In the third set both the aerosols and the water
vapor continuum effects were removed (hereinafter
called N-WA results). A set of model integrations with
the operational shortwave scheme (hereinafter called
OPE model results) is used as a control.

The model resolution used for these climatic simula-
tions is T62 L28, corresponding to a triangular trunca-
tion of 62 waves in the horizontal and 28 levels in the
vertical sigma coordinate, with time steps of 20 min.
The initial conditions are from the 1200 UTC daily
analysis of NCEP–NCAR. A monthly climatology of
soil moisture and temperature is interpolated to the
initial condition time and adjusted during integration
by SSiB. Albedo is predicted by SSiB over the land and
is a function of solar zenith angle over the ocean.
Monthly observed sea surface temperature (SST) from
version 2 of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) optimum interpolation (OI.
v2) SST dataset (Reynolds et al. 2002) is used as the
boundary condition. Climatological aerosol optical
properties were specified as inputs to the scheme, as
described in the previous section.

To validate the new radiation scheme, the data from
the National Aeronautics and Space Administration
(NASA) World Climate Research Program/Global En-
ergy and Water Cycle Experiment (WCRP/GEWEX)
Surface Radiation Budget (SRB) project (information
online at http://eosweb.larc.nasa.gov/PRODOCS/srb/
table_srb.html) were used as the reference. The dataset
used is release 2 of the monthly shortwave radiative
fields generated with the Pinker–Laszlo shortwave al-
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gorithm (Pinker and Laszlo 1992), available from July
1983 to October 1995. Quality control is accomplished
by comparisons with a number of sites of the Baseline
Surface Radiation Network (BSRN) over a period of 4
yr (1992–95). The mean bias is found to be 0.9 W m�2

(estimate � observation), and the random error is
about �22.0 W m�2. For analyzing the cloud–radiative
forcing, SRB longwave data are also used. The corre-
sponding dataset is release 2.5 of the monthly longwave
radiative fields derived with the GEWEX LW algo-
rithm (Fu et al. 1997). Comparisons with BSRN found
the mean bias to be about �2.0 W m�2 (estimate �
observation), and the random error was about �13.3 W
m�2. The NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (hereinafter called
NCEP-R; Kalnay et al. 1996; Kistler et al. 2001) is used
as a reference for comparing the model-simulated wind
fields, temperature, and humidity. For evaluation of the
impact of the new solar radiation scheme on global
precipitation, the data from version 2 of the Global
Precipitation Climatology Project (GPCP v2: Adler et
al. 2003), as established by the World Climate Research
Program (WCRP), available from 1979 to the present
time were used.

4. Results

a. Global energy balance

The annual mean (1985–94) global average solar ra-
diation absorbed at the top of the atmosphere (TOA),
at the surface (SFC), and by the atmosphere (ATM) is
shown in Table 1. The OPE and NEW model results
appear in the first and fourth columns, respectively.
The results from the N-WA runs (without aerosols and
the water vapor continuum) and from the N-A runs
(without aerosols) are shown in the second and third

columns, respectively. The fifth column shows satellite-
derived observations from the SRB datasets. The sixth
column shows the mean and standard deviation from all
models participating in AMIP (Wild 2005; Wild et al.
2006).

As compared with the operational model integration,
the atmospheric absorption increases by 5 W m�2 while
the absorption at the surface decreases by 8 W m�2 in
the new model integration. The net effect is a reduction
of 3 W m�2 in the net shortwave absorbed by the earth,
bringing the model’s result into agreement with the ob-
servations. The largest change in atmospheric absorp-
tion (4 W m�2) is between N-A and NEW, showing that
accounting for scattering and absorption of background
aerosols is more important than for water vapor con-
tinuum absorption or the gaseous absorption. However,
the clear-sky absorption values over ocean and land
(see Table 2) indicate that the difference between the
model results and satellite-derived estimates are prob-
ably related to the simple aerosol climatology used in
the study. The aerosol loading seems to be overesti-
mated over oceans and underestimated over land.

Disregarding the effects of clouds, the N-WA, N-A,
and NEW atmospheres absorb 2, 6, and 10 W m�2 more
than the OPE model atmosphere. At the same time, the
radiation absorbed at the surface is lower by �4, �7,
and �17 W m�2, respectively. The differences between
the clear-sky and all-sky results show an underestima-
tion of the clouds’ contribution to the atmospheric ab-
sorption. In fact, the model has less atmospheric ab-
sorption in cloudy-sky than in clear-sky conditions,
while the satellite-derived results show the opposite ef-
fect. Results shown in Table 2 demonstrate that this
happens over ocean and land, and for both OPE and
NEW models. Over the oceans, there is a � 4 W m�2

TABLE 1. The global average of solar radiation absorption (W m�2), cloud radiative forcing (CRF, W m�2), and albedo (0–1) are
presented. Results for the OPE and NEW models, satellite-derived observations from the SRB datasets, and multimodel means and
std devs from Wild (2005) and Wild et al. (2006) are shown for all-sky and clear-sky conditions. Results from the experiments with the
NEW model without aerosols and the water vapor continuum (N-WA) and without aerosols (N-A) are also shown. TOA: at the top
of the atmosphere; ATM: in the atmosphere; SFC: at the surface.

OPE N-WA N-A NEW SRB Wild

All-sky absorption
TOA 244 244 244 241 241 236 � 6.5
ATM 63 63 64 68 74 74 � 7.3
SFC 181 181 180 173 167 162 � 8.4

Clear-sky absorption
TOA 298 296 297 291 288 290 � 3.9
ATM 63 64 68 72 70 67 � 4.6
SFC 236 232 229 219 218 222 � 6.8

TOA SW CRF �54 �53 �52 �50 �47 �54 � 1.7
SFC albedo 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.11 0.13 n/a
TOA albedo 0.31 0.31 0.30 0.31 0.32 0.31 � 0.01
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bias in clear-sky atmospheric absorption and a �5 W
m�2 bias in cloudy-sky absorption. Over land, the bi-
ases in clear sky and cloudy sky are �3 and �8 W m�2,
respectively.

However, despite the model’s deficiencies in the
cloud parameterization, the changes in the shortwave
scheme improve the average shortwave cloud radiative
forcing (CRF). Moreover, Tables 1 and 2 clearly show
that the NEW model fluxes are more accurate than the
OPE model fluxes, for both clear-sky and all-sky con-
ditions. This is due to the use of an updated water vapor
absorption parameterization and the inclusion of ab-
sorption by weak water vapor lines, the water vapor
continuum, O2, CO2, and aerosols.

b. Heating and temperature

Figure 1 shows the zonal mean atmospheric absorp-
tion for the OPE, N-WA, N-A, and NEW model results
as well as for the satellite-derived observations. The
differences between the model results and observations
are more pronounced in the summer hemisphere. From
the clear-sky results shown in Figs. 1a and 1b, one can
see that the main impact comes from considering the
scattering and absorption of background aerosols, par-
ticularly south of 60°S during DJF and between 5° and
45°N during June–August (JJA). The absorption due to
the water vapor continuum is the second most impor-
tant contribution, mainly over the equatorial, tropical,
and subtropical regions. The changes in the gaseous
absorption are the least important factor and their im-
pact increases poleward of the summer hemisphere.

The all-sky atmospheric absorption is presented in
Figs. 1c and 1d. One can see that the model does not
accurately account for the clouds’ effects on atmo-
spheric absorption in the equatorial and summer tropi-
cal regions. Yet, the model results are substantially im-

proved in the integration with the NEW model. The
only exception is the region around 60°. Moreover, the
agreement between the model results and the observa-
tions poleward of 15° of the winter hemisphere is within
1–2 W m�2 in this case.

Figure 2 shows the impact of the extra atmospheric
absorption in the vertical heating of the atmosphere.
Note that below 750 hPa there is a systematic increase
in the heating rates. The difference between the NEW
and OPE models grows northward of 60°S. It is 0%–
15% between 60° and 40°S, 15%–30% between 40°S
and 20°N, and 30%–60% north of 20°N. The high val-
ues of the heating rate difference from the surface to
750 hPa are related to solar radiation absorption by the
background aerosols located in the near-surface layer
(new solar radiation scheme). The systematic increase
of this difference northward is due to the large impact
of the absorption by the continental aerosols included
over the land points in the NEW model. Note that the
oceanic aerosol type included over the ocean points is
characterized by weak absorption of solar radiation.
There is also a general increase in the heating rates
above 300 hPa, which is related to the 10%–40% in-
crease in the specific humidity in this region (figure not
shown) and to the enhanced ozone absorption in the
NEW model (which is based on HITRAN-96). How-
ever, the largest increase is found over Antarctica and
some cooling is found in the middle troposphere, be-
tween 300 and 600 hPa.

The differences between the model and the NCEP-R
temperatures are shown in Figs. 3a and 3b. The OPE
model shows a cooling bias all year round in the tro-
posphere south of 40°S and in the upper troposphere
north of 40°N. However, Figs. 3c and 3d show a general
warming of the atmosphere with the NEW model with
the highest temperature increases in the summer polar
troposphere (up to 3 K warmer around 200 hPa) and in

TABLE 2. As in Table 1, but for ocean and land separately.

Ocean Land

OPE N-WA N-A NEW SRB OPE N-WA N-A NEW SRB

All-sky absorption
TOA 254 254 255 251 251 218 218 219 216 216
ATM 64 64 66 67 73 57 57 60 70 78
SFC 190 190 189 184 179 161 161 159 146 138

Clear-sky absorption
TOA 315 313 313 307 303 256 255 256 252 251
ATM 64 66 70 71 67 57 59 62 75 78
SFC 251 247 243 236 236 199 196 194 177 173

TOA SW CRF �61 �59 �58 �56 �52 �38 �38 �38 �36 �36
SFC albedo 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.06 0.09 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.23
TOA albedo 0.29 0.29 0.28 0.30 0.30 0.36 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.36
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the stratosphere (up to 5 K warmer). A temperature
decrease of less than 1 K is observed in some regions up
to 300 hPa. This happens over the tropics and near the
North Pole during DJF, and north of 40°S during JJA.
Thus, the CLIRAD-SW-M scheme helps to decrease
the OPE model temperature bias. Furthermore, the
higher temperature in the upper troposphere increases
its static stability and will certainly lead to changes in
the atmospheric circulation.

c. Atmospheric circulation

Figures 4a and 4b show the zonal mean of the zonal
wind for the NEW model. The general characteristics,
such as the upper-level subtropical jets and the tropical
easterly winds, are well captured. However, as noted by
Cavalcanti et al. (2002, see Fig. 2 therein), the jet in-
tensity in the CPTEC–COLA model is too high. Fig-
ures 4c and 4d show the differences between the NEW
and OPE model mean zonal winds. Both Northern and
Southern Hemisphere jets are weakened, more signifi-
cantly during DJF. This weakening comes from the
warming produced near the poles, shown in Fig. 3, and
the consequent reduction of the meridional tempera-
ture gradient (Souza et al. 1997). During DJF, tropical
easterlies are weakened, reducing model bias, due to
the cooling in the middle-troposphere equatorial re-
gion, shown in Fig. 3.

The zonal mean vertical circulation is shown in Fig. 5.
During DJF, the upward branch of the Hadley cell is
located at approximately 15°S and 5°N, as in NCEP-R,
but the intensity is overestimated below 600 hPa. These
latitudes correspond to the more convective areas dur-

FIG. 2. Zonal mean shortwave heating rate difference (%) be-
tween the NEW and OPE models during (a) DJF and (b) JJA.
Negative values are shaded in gray.

FIG. 1. Zonal mean atmospheric absorption (W m�2) averaged over (a) DJF and (b) JJA. Data from
satellite-derived observations (SRB, circle) and the models OPE (thin line), N-WA (long dash), N-A
(dot–dash), and NEW (thick line) are shown.
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ing this time of year, such as the Indian Ocean, the
northern part of the South Pacific convergence zone
(SPCZ), the north–west part of the South Atlantic con-
vergence zone (SACZ), and the intertropical conver-
gence zone (ITCZ), where the Kuo convection scheme
is known to produce excessive precipitation (Cavalcanti
et al. 2002). During DJF, the Ferrel cells are stronger in
the model than in the reanalysis, mainly in the Southern
Hemisphere. During JJA, the ascent branch of the
Hadley cell is positioned around 10°N and is slightly
more intense than in the reanalysis, but the subsidence
branch is well described.

The NEW model has a weaker meridional circula-

tion, but this is more evident in the Hadley cell and in
the southern polar cell, during both DJF and JJA. Some
weakening is also found in the Ferrel cell in the South-
ern Hemisphere. The reduction of the meridional flow
intensity is due to the increase of the atmospheric sta-
bility observed in Fig. 3 and allows for a reduction in
the moist convective forcing. These changes related to
the extra atmospheric absorption of the NEW model
helped in bringing the model closer to the observations.

d. Surface fluxes

The biases in the clear-sky solar radiation surface
fluxes simulated by the NEW and OPE models are

FIG. 4. Climatological vertical structure of zonal wind (m s�1) for the NEW model during (a)
DJF and (b) JJA. Differences between the NEW and OPE models in (c) DJF and (d) JJA.
Positive values are shaded in gray.

FIG. 3. Differences in zonal mean air temperature (°C) between (a), (b) the OPE model and
NCEP-R and (c), (d) the NEW and OPE models, during (left) DJF and (right) JJA. Negative
values are shaded in gray.
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shown in Fig. 6, as differences between model results
and SRB estimates. The biases over continents are sub-
stantially reduced from 40–60 to 10–20 W m�2. Over
the oceans, however, the biases change from �12 to �7
W m�2 (see also Table 1). This indicates that the cli-
matological value of the aerosol loading considered
over the ocean (continent) is too high (too low) when
compared with the values used for deriving the SRB
clear-sky fluxes.

Figure 7a shows the difference between the NEW
model and the observations in the all-sky flux at the
surface. Comparisons with the results from the OPE
model (not shown) show that the bias is reduced, while
the spatial distribution of the differences remains the
same. There is a high spatial correlation between these
differences and the differences in cloud cover fraction,
as can be seen by comparing Figs. 7a and 7b. Notice, for
instance, the region of the Atlantic Ocean close to the
eastern coast of Brazil, the SPCZ region, or the South-
ern Hemisphere midlatitudes.

The difference between the OPE model and the
NCEP-R sensible heat fluxes at the surface is shown in
Fig. 8a. Notice that the largest biases are seen over
continental regions, particularly over South and North
America. Figure 8b shows that the NEW model reduces
the bias and produces a general decrease in the sensible
heat transfer at the surface and therefore is likely to
decrease the boundary layer turbulence. The reduction
over the oceans, which have a prescribed surface tem-

perature, must come from the less intense low-level
circulation alone (see Figs. 4a and 4c). The reduction
over the continental regions, however, stems also from
the large reduction in the solar radiation incident at the
surface.

Figure 9a shows the difference in the latent heat flux
at the surface between the OPE model and NCEP-R.

FIG. 6. Differences between the (a) NEW and (b) OPE models
and satellite-derived (SRB) estimations of DJF clear-sky short-
wave radiation fluxes at the surface (W m�2). Regions with a
positive bias are shaded in gray.

FIG. 5. Zonal mean vertical p velocity (Pa s�1) for (a), (b) NCEP-R and (c), (d) the NEW
model, during (left) DJF and (right) JJA. (e), (f) The differences between the NEW and OPE
models, where positive p-velocity differences are shaded in gray.
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The largest differences are found where deep convec-
tion develops. For instance, over the SPCZ, the Atlan-
tic ITCZ, and the NH storm tracks the difference
reaches 80 W m�2. Figure 9b shows that there is a de-
crease of the latent heat flux exactly over these regions,
except for in the Atlantic ITCZ and South America.
However, the spatial distribution of the differences was
not changed with the new model (figure not shown).

e. Cloud radiative forcing

It is important to note that errors in cloud optical
depth and/or cloud-top altitudes can also contribute to
the errors in the all-sky flux at the surface. To further
investigate this issue, we analyzed the cloud radiative
forcing (CRF) in the same way as in Potter and Cess
(2004). The SW and LW cloud radiative forcings (Ra-
manathan et al. 1989; Harrison et al. 1990) are defined
as the difference between the clear-sky and all-sky out-
going fluxes at the top of the atmosphere:

SWCRF � SWFTOA
↑c � SWFTOA

↑ and �1�

LWCRF � LWFTOA
↑c � LWFTOA

↑ . �2�

Then, the net cloud radiative forcing (netCRF) is
given by netCRF � SWCRF � LWCRF, and for re-
gions where there is a balance between SWCRF and
LWCRF, netCRF � 0 and the ratio N � �SWCRF/
LWCRF � 1. In Fig. 10a, we show the observed net-
CRF. The difference between the NEW model and the
SRB netCRF is shown in Fig. 10b. There is no signifi-

cant improvement from the OPE model results (analy-
sis not shown). This result was expected since both ver-
sions of the CPTEC AGCM use the same longwave,
cloud, and convection parameterizations (see section 2).

For a detailed analysis of the radiative forcing, the
region marked in Fig. 10b was chosen, where the model
shows reasonable agreement with the observed net-
CRF. This region in the tropical western Pacific (10°N–
5°S and 117.5°–170°E) is dominated by deep convec-
tion, and therefore the netCRF � 0 and N � 1 (Potter

FIG. 8. Differences between (a) the OPE model and NCEP-R,
and (b) the NEW and OPE estimations of surface sensible heat
flux (W m�2) during DJF. Regions with a positive flux bias are
shaded in gray.

FIG. 9. Differences between (a) OPE and NCEP-R and (b) the
NEW and OPE estimations of surface latent heat flux (W m�2)
during DJF. Regions with a positive flux bias are shaded in gray.

FIG. 7. Differences between the NEW model and satellite-
derived (SRB) estimations of (a) all-sky shortwave flux at the
surface (W m�2) and (b) total cloud cover during DJF. The spatial
correlation coefficient between (a) and (b) is �0.66, and regions
with a positive flux bias are shaded in gray.
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and Cess 2004). Figure 11 presents a scatterplot of N �
netCRF for the average SRB netCRF shown in Fig. 10
and the simulations with the NEW model. Each point
on the plot corresponds to a grid box within the se-
lected region. Because this plot is based on the average
DJF distributions of SW and LW cloud radiative forc-
ing, the points represent time averages of cloud systems
and not specific cloud systems.

In this region, the NEW model produces overly
bright clouds (spread in the upper-left corner) and little
thin cirrus (lower right). The area average results in a
negative netCRF bias of �11 W m�2. The failure to
simulate the observed CRF at TOA and all-sky short-
wave at the surface is a consequence of errors in the
vertical and spatial distributions of cloud cover and
cloud optical depth. Moreover, these errors are intrin-
sically related to the model deficiencies in the convec-
tion parameterization because tropical convergence de-
pends on the energy fluxes into the atmospheric column
(Neelin and Held 1987). Figure 12 shows a scatterplot
of convective precipitation versus SWCRF over the
deep convective regions in the tropical oceans (annual
mean SST 	 27°C and 20°S–20°N). Observed and
model-simulated SWCRF values decrease roughly lin-
early with increasing precipitation, but the data seem to
be offset. A closer look reveals that the model fails to
produce low convective rainfall (
2 mm day�1) and
overestimates high convective rainfall (	10 mm day�1).
In fact, since SWCRF is overestimated and LWCRF
agrees well with the observations (not shown), the net-
CRF (which should not vary with precipitation) de-

creases with increasing precipitation by 7 W m�2 per
mm day�1. This means the model is holding less radia-
tive energy as convection increases.

f. Precipitation

As mentioned by Cavalcanti et al. (2002), the model
overestimates the precipitation over parts of South
America, the South Pacific, and the ITCZ. However,
with the improvement in the shortwave radiation
scheme, some of the systematic errors were diminished.
Figure 13 shows, for each model run, the difference in
the global mean precipitation of the OPE model en-
semble mean. Notice that the average reduction in pre-
cipitation is statistically significant, even though the ab-

FIG. 12. Scatterplot of the convective precipitation vs SWCRF
over the tropical oceans (20°S–20°N) with annual mean SST 	
27°C. Observations from SRB and GPCP (black) and the NEW
model (gray) annual means are shown.

FIG. 10. Net cloud radiative forcing (W m�2) from (a) satellite-
derived observations (SRB) and (b) differences between the
NEW model and the SRB observations during DJF. The region in
the western tropical Pacific referenced in the text is also shown.

FIG. 11. Scatterplot of N � netCRF from SRB satellite-derived
observations (black) and the NEW model (gray) for DJF. Each
point corresponds to a grid point over the tropical western Pacific
region (10°N–5°S and 117.5°–170°E).
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solute value of 0.08 mm day�1 (3%) is small when com-
pared with the total precipitation.

These changes in precipitation have a large spatial
variation and most of the reduction is found over the
oceans, as shown in Fig. 14. Comparing with the results
of Cavalcanti et al. (2002), we see that the new radia-
tion scheme helped to reduce the model bias over the
SPCZ region by 0.5–1.0 mm day�1 and over the North-
ern Hemisphere storm tracks region by 0.5 mm day�1.
Over South America, there was a reduction of 0.5�1
mm day�1 in the model systematic error over some
regions. However, these figures are smoothed by the
10-yr time average. The changes in precipitation during
each individual DJF period are larger by a factor of 5
approximately, as shown in Fig. 15. Over the SACZ, for
instance, differences of �2–3 mm day�1 (15%–25%)
are found every year.

5. Discussion

As compared with the OPE model results, the
N-WA, N-A, and NEW models show increases in at-
mospheric absorption (Table 1) of 0.1%, 1.5%, and
7.9%, respectively, for all-sky conditions, and 1.5%,
7.9%, and 14%, respectively, for clear-sky conditions.
These values show that the most important changes
introduced with the NEW model are related first to the
scattering and absorption by climatological aerosols
and second to the absorption by the water vapor con-
tinuum. The satellite-derived data used as a reference,
when compared to ground truth, have a mean bias of
about 0.9 W m�2 and a random error of about �22.0 W
m�2. This means that the remaining �2 W m�2 bias in
the clear-sky atmospheric absorption with the NEW
model is within the precision of the SRB satellite esti-
mates. Note that the current version of CLIRAD-
SW-M is based on the HITRAN-96 molecular absorp-
tion database and uses version 2.1 of the Clough–
Kneizys–Davies (CKD-2.1; Clough et al. 1989)
parameterization of the water vapor continuum. The
impact of different spectroscopic databases and ver-

sions of the water vapor continuum on the calculated
solar radiative fluxes is discussed by Fomin et al. (2004).
A flux difference of 1–3 W m�2 is found that is due to
the change of the HITRAN-96 database with the CKD-
2.1 continuum to the HITRAN-2001 database with the
CKD-2.4 continuum in the line-by-line calculations.
This flux difference, which is mainly related to the
change of the continuum version, can affect the model
results. Moreover, Fig. 6 shows a clear difference be-
tween the remaining bias in the surface flux over the
continents and oceans, which indicates that climatologi-
cal values of aerosol loading considered over the ocean
(continent) were too high (low) when compared with
the values used for deriving the SRB clear-sky fluxes.

Figure 7 shows the largest impact of the new scheme
on the surface shortwave fluxes to be exactly over the
regions where the largest model biases were found.
There are still large differences from the observations
in the all-sky surface flux (from �40 to �60 W m�2 in
the tropical and subtropical regions), which we show to
be related to the deficiencies in the model cloud pa-
rameterization (cf. Figs. 10b and 7a). The cloud–radia-
tive forcing analysis shows similar deficiencies in both
the OPE and NEW models, which was expected as both
use the same longwave and cloud parameterizations.
Over the Pacific ITCZ, the OPE and NEW CPTEC
models, like the original COLA model (Fig. 6 in Potter
and Cess 2004), produce overly bright clouds and little
thin cirrus, which results in a negative bias in the short-
wave flux at the surface. It is interesting to compare the
results from Potter and Cess (2004) obtained for the
COLA model with our results with the NEW model, as
both rely on the same cloud parameterization. Figure
11 in the previous section and Figs. 6 and 7 from Potter
and Cess (2004) show that improvements implemented
at CPTEC led to a significant improvement in the
model CRF.

The extra radiative heating of the atmosphere (Fig.
2) led to significant changes in the temperatures of the
polar summer troposphere (Fig. 3). However, the in-

FIG. 13. Global mean precipitation difference between indi-
vidual model runs and the ensemble of the OPE model runs (mm
day�1). Integrations with the OPE and NEW models are drawn as
dotted and full gray lines, respectively. The ensemble means are
drawn as thick black lines.

FIG. 14. The improvement in the DJF precipitation distribution
shown as the difference in DJF precipitation (mm day�1) between
the NEW and OPE models.
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crease in the temperature, which was on the order of 3
K, is not enough to correct the OPE model bias of
about �10 K. In the stratosphere the changes were
around 4 K and over the winter pole, they were more
than 8 K. These results agree with the previous results
of Ramanathan et al. (1983) and Hart et al. (1990), who
showed the equilibrium between the radiative and dy-
namic forcings in the stratosphere to be very sensitive
to the parameterization of radiation. However, even
with this increase in the stratospheric temperatures due
to the extra atmospheric absorption of solar radiation,
there is still a �10 K bias. Results from Ramanathan et
al. (1983) indicate that this might be related to the long-
wave scheme used. Ramanathan et al. (1983) estimated
that if the scheme they used assumed a constant water
vapor mixing ratio of 3 ppm in the stratosphere (as in
the NEW and OPE models), their simulations would
have overestimated the cooling rates by about 0.1 K
day�1 and cooled the stratosphere by 10 K.

With the reduced availability of energy at the sur-
face, the sensible heat over the continents and the la-
tent heat over the oceans were reduced, as shown in
Figs. 8 and 9. This means a reduction of energy avail-
able for convection, which is in accordance with the
weakening of the meridional circulation (Fig. 5) and the

reduction of precipitation (Fig. 13). This is similar to
the results of Morcrette (1990) for short-term integra-
tions of the ECMWF model. He showed that a decrease
in the bias of the atmospheric absorption of solar ra-
diation from �15%�20% to less than �5% led to a
15% stronger hydrological cycle and meridional circu-
lation. In our study, the improved solar radiation
scheme helped to reduce the negative bias from �15%
to �7% (see Table 1) and slowed down the hydrologi-
cal cycle by 3% on average. Considering South
America only, the OPE model bias was reduced from
�43 to �23 W m�2 in the NEW model. The reduction
of the precipitation over the ocean in the SACZ was
only �1 mm day�1 (�6%). However, these figures are
smoothed by the 10-yr time average. When we analyze
individually each DJF period, we find positive and
negative differences of �2–3 mm day�1 (15%–25%)
which are slightly unbalanced. Our results indicate that
significant impacts on the hydrological cycle are to be
expected at monthly time scales but not at yearly time
scales. This might be important for seasonal forecasting
of temperature and precipitation anomalies, particu-
larly when anomalies are calculated by differences be-
tween an ensemble of short forecast integrations and a
multiyear model climatology. One should expect, how-

FIG. 15. Changes in the DJF precipitation distribution for the first nine DJF periods. The difference
in DJF precipitation (mm day�1) between the NEW and OPE models is shown.
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ever, that the convection and surface parameterizations
play an important role in determining the response of
the hydrological cycle to changes in the radiation. In
fact, preliminary results with the NEW model and the
Grell deep convection scheme (Figueroa et al. 2006)
have shown a larger response by the hydrological cycle
at the decadal time scale and a great improvement in
the model DJF precipitation spatial distribution.

6. Summary

We have shown that using the CLIRAD-SW-M
scheme of the CPTEC GCM simulates fluxes and at-
mospheric absorption that are closer to the observa-
tions than are those provided by the operational model.
The global yearly average underestimation of the at-
mospheric absorption decreased from �9 to �6 W m�2,
while overestimation of solar radiation at the surface
decreased from �14 to �6 W m�2. Comparisons with
model runs without the background aerosols included
in the radiation scheme showed that they are respon-
sible for approximately 80% of this extra absorption,
even though they respond only to 50% of the clear-sky
extra absorption. Moreover, we have also shown that
the agreement between the model and the observations
under these conditions is now within �3 W m�2, which
is well within the precision of the observed data.

The zonal average of the model atmospheric absorp-
tion has shown significant improvement in the model
integrations with the CLIRAD-SW-M scheme. For
both DJF and JJA, the biases over the winter hemi-
sphere were completely corrected while over the sum-
mer hemisphere they were reduced to less than �15 W
m�2, with a large impact of the aerosol scattering and
absorption near the poles and of the water vapor con-
tinuum absorption in the equatorial and tropical re-
gions. The largest improvement was over Antarctica,
where the bias was reduced from �45 to �12 W m�2

during DJF. However, we found that there is still a bias
in the surface fluxes, which is mainly due to model
deficiencies related to cloud parameterization.

The extra atmospheric heating increased the tropo-
spheric temperatures by �3 K and the stratospheric
temperatures by �5 K. In the polar night region, due to
dynamic forcing, temperature changes of �8 K were
found, which reduced the model temperature bias.
These results agree with the previous results of Ra-
manathan et al. (1983) and Hart et al. (1990), who
showed that the equilibrium between radiative and dy-
namic forcings in the stratosphere is very sensitive to
the parameterization of radiation. However, there is
still a cold bias of �10 K in the polar stratosphere,
which probably comes from the use of a constant 3 ppm

water vapor mixing ratio in this region (Ramanathan et
al. 1983).

The increase in temperature in the upper tropo-
sphere and reduction of the temperature gradient be-
tween the poles and the equatorial region increased the
static stability and reduced both the meridional and
zonal circulations. The intensity of the tropospheric jets
is reduced by 7%–8%, while that of the polar night
stratospheric jet was increased by 5%–10%. The verti-
cal velocities in the Hadley and southern polar cells
were reduced by 20% (�0.005 Pa s �1). Both results
bring the model-simulated wind fields closer to the ob-
served values.

It was also shown that the reduced availability of the
latent energy for the saturated convective processes
weakened the meridional circulation and slightly
slowed down the hydrological cycle. The overestima-
tion of the global yearly average of precipitation de-
creased from �0.8 to �0.7 mm day�1. The new radia-
tion scheme helped to reduce the model bias over the
SPCZ by 0.5–1.0 mm day�1 and that over the Northern
Hemisphere storm tracks region by 0.5 mm day�1. On
a monthly time scale, the impacts are stronger. Over the
SACZ we found positive and negative differences of
�2–3 mm day�1 (15%–25%) during individual DJF pe-
riods.

This is potentially important for seasonal forecasting
particularly when anomalies are calculated by differ-
ences between an ensemble of short forecast integra-
tions and a multiyear model climatology, as is opera-
tionally performed by CPTEC. However, further inves-
tigation of this subject is necessary and will be done in
a future study. Moreover, the convection and surface
parameterizations probably play a more important role
in determining the magnitude of the response of the
hydrological cycle. In fact, the preliminary results of
Figueroa et al. (2006) with the NEW model and the
Grell deep convection scheme have shown a larger re-
sponse from the hydrological cycle and significant im-
provement in the model precipitation.

We stress that the use of GCMs in operational sea-
sonal forecasting or in climate change assessments re-
quires that the model simulates well the present ob-
served climate and its variability. In this sense, this
study shows how a new shortwave radiation parameter-
ization produced significant improvements in the
CPTEC model’s ability to represent observed charac-
teristic features of the earth radiation budget, atmo-
spheric circulation, and precipitation.
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